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Change is the only constant in today’s technology-driven world. As industry
moves towards an unprecedented revolution, the momentum and impact of the
change are both rapid and profound. This will a� ect our profession drastically.
We will need to rede® ne our goals and strategies to cope with these new
challenges. In this paper, a new paradigm of thinking, a new market for our
discipline and a new theatre of ergonomics in the future are proposed and
explained.

1. Symptoms of a crisis
Change is the only constant in today’s technology-driven world. As industry moves

towards an unprecedented revolution, the momentum and impact of the changes are

both rapid and profound (Naõ È sb õ È tt 1984). Never before has there been a need for an

ergonomist who can relate to rapidly changing technology and keep up with the high

degree of ongoing innovation.
All these factors will a� ect the profession drastically. The most valuable attribute

of an ergonomist is his/her capability of integration. While the traditional roles of

the ergonomist have been to integrate human, material, equipment and other

resources into productive systems, there seems to be an increasing need for the

integration of computers, information systems, and communication technology to

design, operate and control complex systems. We will need to rede® ne our goals and

strategies to cope with these new challenges (Lee 1997, Abrams and Bernstein 1991).
Have we been successful? Unfortunately, the answer has to be `no’ .

2. Looking back

One of the distinct characteristics of ergonomics is that it is based on the needs of
time and society. Manufacturing systems that we see today originated during the

industrial revolution.

The rapid expansion of manufacturing systems during the twentieth century

necessitated the birth of Taylor’s Scienti® c Management, Time and Motion Study

and Methods Engineering. Human Factors was developed for e� ective military
operation during World War II.

Occupational Safety and Biomechanics were expanded through the Occupational

Safety and Health Act (1970, http://www.osha-slc.gov/OshAct_data/OSHACT.

html) and the space programmes. Human-Computer Interaction became a hot issue

with the growth of computer networks. Today, the Internet, communication

revolution and globalization are becoming the keywords in every outlet of the

profession.
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Looking back at the history of ergonomics (table 1), we know that we coped with

new social demands and led the way with respect to social demands by ® nding out

the implicit and potential needs of our environments. Ergonomics also facilitated

important changes in our industrial systems through its pioneering research and

experiments. Ergonomics grew out of change and has been living on change.

3. Paradigm shift

The nature of the paradigm shift from manufacturing industry to information

industry can be explained by an analogy of a harness race and a game of polo (® gure

1). Let us assume that certain characteristics of manufacturing industry, e.g.
productivity, cost reduction or price competitiveness, can be described by the harness

race. Then the information industry, with characteristics such as information,

transaction and timing, resembles the polo game.

F rom ® gure 1, several questions arise: Can the old harness racer play polo? Can

we use old race horses and harness equipment? Answers to these questions are

negative. The new games we are about to play will require di� erent players, di� erent
breeds of horses and a di� erent playing ® eld.

F rom the analogy, we realize that we should seriously consider re-engineering to

survive in the era of a paradigm shift. University curricula, laboratory experiments,

classroom teaching and academic research should be rede® ned from a zero base.

However, re-engineering of our discipline will not be easy. It will require new spirit,
commitment, courage, and most of all a new vision.

4. New demand

A time of change when future trends cannot be clearly understood is inevitably a

time of uncertainty. There is need for spirit and challengeÐ and also for vision. As
we look back on the birth and growth of ergonomics, a new vision should be

provided for the coming era. Traditional concepts of ergonomics have to change as

the systems we live with today must change (Lee et al. 1998a, b). The new challenges

that we are facing can be categorized into four major trends.

(1) Migration of industry. Labour costs, environmental regulation, safety and
health issues are forcing industry to migrate manufacturing sites from

developed to developing countries.

Table 1. The development of ergonomics.

Date Ergonomics Social background

1900s
1930s
1940s
1960s

1970s

1980s
1990s
2000s

Time and Motion Study
Powered Conveyor Line
Human Factors
Anthropometry; Biomechanics

Occupational Safety and Health

Human ±Computer Interaction
Computer-oriented work

?

Growth of industry
Mass production
World War II
Growth of the consumer market
Space development
Occupational Safety and Health
Act (1970); Labour Unions
Computer; LAN (Local Area Network)
Personal computing; Internet
Information revolution; Globalization of
industry; Knowledge society
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(2) Global resourcing. Activities in multi-national enterprises, regional head-

quarters and global collaboration are generating new problems that stem
from cultural incompatibilities among countries.

(3) Information revolution. Owing to the rapid expansion of computers and

communication, a major concern of industry is shifting from manufacturing

e� ciency to information and knowledge utilization.

(4) Growth of the culture industry. The culture industry, which is characterized by

taste, aesthetic, personal, value added and utilization of state-of-the-art
technology is outgrowing manufacturing industry.

Figure 1. A paradigm shift.
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5. New markets

It is said that the life cycle of an organization is approximately 30 years. In order to

prolong its life, the organization has to come up with new thoughts periodically. How

do we create new thinking while our past achievement is so profound? In 1992 the

author proposed a new philosophy to better prepare for the future. It is called `Theory
W’ (Lee 1992), in series with Theories X, Y (McGregor 1960) and Z (Ouchi 1981).

Theory W is comprised of the following three principles (Lee 1994).

(1) Discard the visibleÐ instead of observing the established, concentrate on

invisible nature to create a new system.
(2) Give up the transientÐ instead of analysing transient changes, concentrate on

fundamental phenomena to speculate about the future.

(3) Disregard the rapidÐ instead of following rapid oscillation of peripherals,

concentrate on slow ripples that form a trend.

Each principle of Theory W doubles our e� ciency by reducing the scope by half.
Thus the theory could strengthen our capability by eight times (23). Theory W

emphasizes that our sight has to move from the established system to create a vision.

Table 2 shows some of the major sources of the new market that should be seriously

considered.

6. New theatre Ð cubic dream

What is a vision? I would like to suggest that the relationship between three

important variables; time, discipline and globalization can provide a new vision for

us.

New thoughts that can be generated from the three-dimensional analysis are
demonstrated in ® gures 2 and 3. As shown, traditional ergonomics is rapidly losing

its market in advanced countries, but it may be a hot topic in a newly developing

country. If we look at the relationship between time and discipline, an ergonomics

discipline that has been established already can be developed further. For example,

traditional anthropometric studies can be updated by adopting recent technology

such as virtual reality to meet current needs of virtual systems design.
Let us look at the relationship between discipline and globalization. Occupa-

tional health and safety can be implemented to support multi-lingual and multi-

cultural management systems. At the same time, successful ergonomics research in a

country can be implemented to re¯ ect di� erences in social ethics, cultural values and

life style in another country. Also, ® gure 3 shows how one discipline can be updated
to include state-of-the art technology. This approach will not only modernize

traditional ergonomics but also facilitate identi® cation of new areas of ergonomics.

The profession has enjoyed the spotlight in industry for more than a century and

we are rightly proud of our past achievements. The real challenge, then, is how an

expert with great achievement reacts to an invisible crisis. In a corporate re-
engineering process, it is common to observe that senior executives who should lead

the re-engineering may ® nd themselves with a con¯ ict of interest. They may have to

negate their past achievements, they may have to launch new projects that may not

be within their expertise or they may have to accept reduced authority.

Re-engineering of ergonomics may face the same challenge. Prominent scholars

in our ® eld may be fully occupied with their past achievements and may not be aware
of the crisis. There is an old saying that `New liquor should be brewed in a new
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barrel’ . The spirit of this proverb should be applied to our profession for the creation

of a new ergonomics. As depicted in ® gure 4, the two pot system is proposed. The

New Paradigm Club (NPC) represents seeds of new ideas. The spirits of NPC are: (1)
from integrator to creator; (2) from e� ciency to value; and (3) from marketing to

Table 2. Three major sources of changeÐ the new market.

Major sources of change Issues

Network communication Real time
Race in standardization
Protocol setting
IPR (Intellectual property rights)
Cross licensing
Knowledge industry

Globalization Free trade
Super 301 provision
Block economy (NAFTA, EU)
Multilateral and bilateral treaties

Culture New patterns in organization (venture, stock option,
mergers and acquisitions)
New demand in the market
(value, aesthetics, taste)
New segmentation
(teens, DINK*, YUPPY**, Silver)
Customized, tailored
Local-Regional-Global
Infra-Intra-Inter

*DINK (Dual Income No Kids): a two-career couple with no children. **YUPPY (Young
Upwardly mobile Professionals): rich young urban dwellers.

z
Figure 2. Three dimensions of thinking.
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market creation. NPC plays an important role in creating a new paradigm of idea,
market and theatre for ergonomists.

Pot 1 represents the established ergonomics in traditional industry. On the other

hand, Pot 2 symbolizes new, creative and futuristic ergonomics. Only a new breed of

ergonomists should be located in Pot 2 for the creation of new ergonomics.

In addition, the ¯ ow should be installed between the upper pot (Pot 2) and the
lower pot (Pot 1) to transfer new ideas. Three types of ¯ ows that are to be conveyed

from Pot 2 to Pot 1 are: (1) creation of new disciplines; (2) integration of emerging

disciplines into traditional ergonomics; and (3) globalization of ergonomics. It is

believed that initiation of this approach may ignite lots of futuristic exploratory

e� orts in our profession.

7. Immediate action

It is true that a crisis, if properly handled, could provide new chances for the better

realization of a new ergonomics. Bearing in mind that we are in a crisis, three

immediate actions are proposed:

(1) set up a Global Committee for the Vision of the New Ergonomics;

(2) organize a Forum `Cubic Dream’ to discuss and to disseminate new thoughts;

and

(3) install a New Paradigm Club for pioneering e� orts for realization of a new

ergonomics.

The NPC will act as a cradle that generates bridgeheads which connect two

distinct natures such as traditional vs. futuristic, established vs. emerging,

manufacturing vs. information, developed vs. developing countries and local vs.

global.

Since the organization is virtual, we do not need to have a speci® c location,
facility or regular manpower. All we need is our commitment. As a great Greek

c

d country

z

c

Figure 3. Analysis of discipline, time and globalization.
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philosopher once said: `change is the only constant’ . It is about time for ergonomics

to make another great jump, and this is the last chance to step forward into the
future. If successful, the NPC will provide a grandiose, new theatre for the ® re of co-

operation and vision to make every ergonomist an international player and dramatic

hero/heroine.

Think and create

new demands

in new market

Develop

  pilot programme

  (new system)

Transfer

    successful

    result of pot 2

    to pot 1

    (old paradigm)

Figure 4. The two pot system for coping with the new paradigm.
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